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Muon beams are generated with large transverse and longitudinal emittances. In order to achieve the
low emittances required by a muon collider, within the short lifetime of the muons, ionization cooling is
required. Cooling schemes have been developed to reduce the muon beam 6D emittances to ≈300 μm-rad
in transverse and ≈1–1.5 mm in longitudinal dimensions. The transverse emittance has to be further
reduced to ≈50–25 μm-rad with an upper limit on the longitudinal emittance of ≈76 mm in order to meet
the high-energy muon collider luminosity requirements. Earlier studies of the transverse cooling of low
energy muon beams in high field magnets showed a promising performance, but did not include transverse
or longitudinal matching between the stages. In this study we present the first complete design of the high
field-low energy ionization cooling channel with transverse and longitudinal matching. The channel design
was based on strong focusing solenoids with fields of 25–30 T and low momentum muon beam starting at
135 MeV=c and gradually decreasing. The cooling channel design presented here is the first to reach ≈50
micron scale emittance beam. We present the channel’s optimized design parameters including the focusing
solenoid fields, absorber parameters and the transverse and longitudinal matching.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The muon collider offers significant advantages over an
electron machine as a lepton collider. Muons, with a mass
200 times heavier then electrons, have an increased cross-
section for Higgs production, by ≈ four orders of magni-
tudes [1]. More importantly, a muon collider does not suffer
from some of the difficulties associated with high energy
electrons, e.g., synchrotron radiation and beamstrahlung.
This allows us to use multiturn accelerators with much
lower cost and size.
However, producing and accelerating high intensitymuon

beams is a challenging task.Muon beams are produced from
pion beam decay. Pions are generated by the collision of
multi-GeV proton beams with a target. The resulting pion
beam has large transverse and longitudinal emittances,
which require reduction in all six phase-space dimensions
to fit within the longitudinal and transverse acceptances
of the muon accelerator. In addition to these challenges,
muons have a very small lifetime of 2.2 μs, which requires
fast and aggressive cooling and acceleration.
Muon colliders were first proposed by Budker in 1969,

and later more detailed design concepts were proposed in
[2–4]. Muon accelerators must deliver high luminosity

muon beamswith transverse emittances less than 50 μm-rad
for high-energy muon collider rings. Reduction of the initial
large 6D transverse emittance of muon beam is achievable
only by ionization cooling, where muon momenta are
reduced in all directions as they pass through the absorber
material. Absorbers are followed by sets of rf cavities which
restore only the longitudinal component of the momentum.
This process cools only the transverse emittance directly,
but when combined with emittance exchange it also
reduces longitudinal emittance, providing 6D phase space
cooling of the muon beam.
A complete design concept of a high intensity muon

collider from production to collision was given in [5]. The
design has five major components; the high power target for
pion production [6], the rf bunching, the 6D cooling, the fast
acceleration, and finally the injection into the collider ring.
The muon collider design starts with the muon front end,
consisting of the pion production target and the bunching
channel [6–9] that yields bunch trains of both muon signs.
Themuon front end is followed by the 6D cooling lattices

which reduce the longitudinal emittance until it becomes
possible to merge the trains into single bunches, one of each
sign. Further cooling in all dimensions is applied to the
single bunches in the following 6D cooling lattices.
A complete scheme of muon cooling for a muon collider

was presented in [5]. In this scheme muons of both signs
are cooled transversely in a linear channel using LiH
absorbers in a periodic 2.8 T solenoid lattice with rf
cavities for acceleration. This is followed by a 6-D cooling
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channel which uses wedge shaped liquid hydrogen absorb-
ers, tilted solenoids for focusing and dispersion generation,
and rf cavities for acceleration. Since the collider lumi-
nosity is proportional to N2, where N is the number of
muons per bunch, it is desirable to have relatively few
bunches with larger N. A bunch merging channel would
therefore follow the initial 6D cooling [5].
A second 6D cooling channel follows the bunch merging

channel. The second 6D cooling channel will have much
stronger solenoid focusing and should reduce the muon
beam emittance to ϵT ¼ 280 μm-rad and ϵL ¼ 1.5 mm.
Several 6D ionization cooling channel designs have been

proposed [10–13]. Simultaneous transverse and longi-
tudinal cooling is achieved by using wedge-shaped absorber
materials or a differential path length in an absorber region
with nonvanishing dispersion.
In 6D cooling channels particles with different momenta

will experience differing path lengths inside the absorber
due to the dispersion, leading to reduction in the longitudinal
emittance. These 6D ionization cooling channels operate
with muon beams of central momentum ≈220 MeV=c
and cannot provide cooling beyond ϵT ≈ 280 μm-rad and
ϵL ≈ 1.5 mm [11–13].
The final stage of the muon collider ionization cooling is

a transverse only cooling channel [14]. It utilizes liquid
hydrogen absorbers inside strong focusing solenoids. The
reduction in the transverse emittance takes place at the
expense of heating the longitudinal emittance.
The final transverse cooling channel for the muon

collider was proposed in [5,14,15]. The design proposed
cooling low-energy muons with liquid H2 absorbers in
30–50 T solenoids. The reported design concept showed
that a final emittance of 25 μm is achievable, assuming
ideal matching between the stages and lowering the beam
energy down to 5 MeV.
The focus of this work is to present a complete design

of the high field-low energy transverse cooling channel for
use in the final cooling segment of the muon collider.
The design reported here is based on a 25–30 T focusing
solenoids. The design includes complete and realistic
transverse and longitudinal matching between the stages.
The maximum field strength in the channel was limited
to 30 T to reduce the cost and adhere to the current
technological limitations of high field magnets.
The channel works in a momentum regime that starts

at 135 MeV=c and decreases gradually. At such low
momenta, the longitudinal emittance rises from the heating
effect of the negative slope of energy loss versus energy.
Starting with initial emittances achieved by 6D cooling
channels, we show that the channel design can achieve
transverse emittances of 55 μm-rad within a longitudinal
acceptance of 76 mm-rad. This allows the use of this
channel design in muon collider final cooling stages.
In the following we first discuss the physics and

motivation of ionization cooling at low energy (Sec. II).

We then review and the discuss feasibility and parameters
of high field magnets (Sec. III). Following that we give
the details of our final cooling channel design (Sec. IV),
followed by simulation and tracking studies (Sec. V),
establishing the cooling channel performance.

II. IONIZATION COOLING AT LOW ENERGIES

Inside the absorber material, the reduction in beam
momenta providing transverse cooling is opposed by the
multiple Coulomb scattering. Multiple Coulomb scattering
in the absorber material limits the ionization cooling and
acts as a heating element. Strong focusing fields at the
absorber location help in minimizing the longitudinal
heating effect. Equation (1) gives the rate of change of
the normalized transverse emittance inside an absorber
material [16]

dϵN
ds

¼ −
ϵN
β2E

dE
ds

þ β⊥E2
s

2β3mc2LRE
ð1Þ

where β⊥ð≈2P=0.3BÞ is the transverse betatron function
of the beam, β ¼ v=c, LR is the radiation length of the
absorber material, E ¼ γmc2 is the total particle energy,
and Es ¼ 13.6 MeV.
The energy loss in material dE=ds is given by the

Bethe-Bloch formula [17]

dE
ds

¼ 4πNAρr2emec2
Z
A

�
1

β2
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�
2mec2γ2β2

IðZÞ
�
− 1 −

δ

2β2

�
;

ð2Þ
where NA is Avogadro’s number, A; Z are the atomic
weight and number of the absorber material of density ρ.
and me and re are the electron mass and classical radius,
respectively. The density effect factor δ ≈ 0. The material
ionization energy IðZÞ in eV can be estimated by [16]

IðZÞ ¼ 16Z0.9: ð3Þ
When both the ionization cooling and the multiple

scattering heating in the absorber material come to equi-
librium, the normalized transverse emittance of the beam
cannot be reduced beyond the value of the equilibrium
emittance given by

ϵequ;N ¼ β⊥E2
s

2βmc2LRðdE=dsÞ
; ð4Þ

which gives the minimum achievable emittance in any
absorber material in a simpler form:

ϵmin;N ∝
E

BLRðdE=dsÞ
: ð5Þ

For a given absorber material ϵmin;N depends on the beam
energy E and the focusing strength B. Reducing the beam
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energy gradually in the cooling channel with strong
focusing fields can provide a reduction in the transverse
emittance to values in the range of 60–25 μm-rad. Muon
ionization cooling to emittances below 50 μm-rad can be
achieved with liquid hydrogen absorbers placed in high
field solenoids which have small bores.
The disadvantage of the ionization cooling of low energy

muons is the increase in the longitudinal emittance. At
low energies the increase of the energy loss with reduced
energy heats the beam longitudinally. The change of the
rms energy spread of the beam during ionization cooling is
given by

dσ2E
ds

¼ −2
∂ðdE=dsÞ

∂E σ2E þ dhΔE2
RMSi

ds
: ð6Þ

The second term of the last equation represents the
random fluctuations in the particle energy loss, which is a
heating effect. In the long path length Gaussian-distribution
limit, this term is given in ðMeVcmÞ2=g by [16]

dhΔE2
RMSi

ds
≈ 0.157ρ

Z
A
γ2
�
1 −

β2

2

�
: ð7Þ

As the muon beam transverse emittance is reduced, the
longitudinal emittance increases accordingly. We aim to
limit the longitudinal heating to within the longitudinal
acceptance of the muon acceleration chain. Acceleration to
high energy reduces the relative momentum spread δP=P
and improves the longitudinal acceptance.
Figure 1 shows an analytical estimation of the minimum

equilibrium emittance achieved in the liquid hydrogen
absorber using focusing solenoid fields of 20, 30, 40 T.
By reducing the muon beam kinetic energy and using

strong focusing fields one can achieve very small emittance
values, down to ≈25 μm-rad.

III. HIGH FIELD MAGNETS

In this section we will briefly describe two possible high-
field magnets that can be used in the cooling channel. A
high field magnet was proposed in [18], it has a set of eight
coaxial superconducting solenoid coils. It was designed to
deliver peak fields up to 50 T. The coils parameters and
currents are given in Table I and the schematic of the
magnet is shown in Fig. 2. In order to provide peak fields
ranging from 30 to 25 T, the current densities are scaled
accordingly. These coils were used in the simulation of the
cooling channel.
Another variety of high field magnet design, which is an

all superconducting 45 T solenoid, was presented in [19].
The conceptual design of the 45 T solenoid is based on
Bi-2223 HTS tape, and the magnet operates at 4.2 K to
take advantage of the high current carrying capacity at
that temperature. An outer Nb3Sn shell surrounds the
HTS solenoid.
Another 45 T hybrid magnet composed of a 33.5 T

resistive magnet nested in an 11.5 T outsert is currently

FIG. 1. Analytical estimate of the minimum equilibrium emit-
tance achieved in liquid hydrogen absorber using focusing
solenoid fields of 20, 30, 40 T. Reducing the muon beam kinetic
energy and using strong focusing field can achieve very small
emittance values down to 25 μm-rad.

TABLE I. 50 T high-field magnet parameters.

Magnet
length [m]

Inner
radius [m]

Coil
thickness [m]

Current density
I/A [A=mm2]

0.317 0.025 0.029 164.26
0.337 0.055 0.041 142.43
0.375 0.098 0.056 125.88
0.433 0.157 0.067 119.07
0.503 0.228 0.120 85.99
0.869 0.355 0.089 39.60
0.868 0.454 0.104 44.30
0.992 0.575 0.252 38.60

FIG. 2. A set of eight superconducting coaxial coils providing
a peak field of 50 T. The inner radius of the smallest coils
is 0.025 m.
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operating at the National High Field Magnet Laboratory
“NHFML” [20]. The disadvantage of this magnet is its
large power consumption, and such large power consump-
tion might not suit our needs. We would like to note that a
27 T solenoid using an 8 T YBCO insert at 4 K has recently
been successfully tested at the same facility.
The magnet design details do not affect the cooling

channel performance. We have used a scaled-down version
of the 50 T magnet design in our simulations. A more
simple superconducting magnet design with 25–30 T peak
field will deliver the same ionization cooling performance.

IV. CHANNEL DESIGN

The high-field low-energy cooling channel is composed
of 16 stages in a straight section. Each stage consists of
five major components: A set of coaxial strong focusing
solenoid coils, liquid hydrogen absorber, two matching
sections, longitudinal phase space rotation rf cavities, and
acceleration rf cavities. Figure 3 shows a schematic of a

single stage. A schematic of all of the 16 stages is shown
in Fig. 4.
The muon beam momentum is reduced gradually along

the channel to reduce the value of the equilibrium emitt-
ance and achieve the desired cooling. As a result each
cooling stage has its own set of unique design parameters
optimized for the momentum band at which the stage
operates.

A. Individual stage design

Each stage contains a cylindrically shaped liquid hydro-
gen absorber placed inside the innermost coil of the high
field magnet where β⊥ has a minimum value. Figure 5
shows the β⊥ inside the absorber for each stage. Such
absorbers are feasible [21]. The strong focusing solenoid
coils are preceded and followed by a set of matching coils
to match the beam transport from a 3.5 T constant focusing
field to the peak 30–25 T value while mitigating chromatic
effects.

FIG. 3. Schematic of the elements of one ionization cooling stage. Each stage starts with strong coaxial focusing coils which enclose
the LH2 absorber, followed by matching coils, energy-phase rotation rf cavities, and acceleration rf cavities.

FIG. 4. A layout schematic of 16 stages of the cooling channel. The colored boxes in the top represent the cooling stages (a detailed
schematic of one stage is shown in Fig. 3.). The bottom figures show a sample of the on-axis field of the strong focusing solenoid; the
shaded areas show the corresponding absorbers lengths.
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Due to the fact that the beam mean momentum before
passing through the absorber is different from that after
exiting the absorber, the matching coils are asymmetric.
The matching is done by propagating a set of β⊥-functions
for different momenta through the absorber material to
account for the energy loss and increased energy spread.
The muon momenta were chosen to represent the momen-
tum band of the muon beam at each stage. An automated
optimization algorithm was used to match the β⊥-functions
in and out of the absorber [22].
The matching segment has no rf cavities and was utilized

to develop an energy-time correlation required for the
energy-phase rotation. The length of the drift space
between the absorber and the first rf cavity controls the
amount of energy-phase rotation and hence the bunch
length and energy spread after rotation. The drift length was

optimized for each individual stage to reduce the energy
spread and achieve the required cooling in the following
stage. The first set of rf cavities after the drift is set to have
zero phase to rotate the longitudinal phase space of the
muon beam. Another set of rf cavities following the phase
rotation section is used to accelerate the muon beam to
the required energy for the following cooling stage. The
accelerating rf cavities frequencies and phases are opti-
mized to match the bunch length at every stage.
Each cooling stage performance was optimized using an

automatic optimization algorithm based on tracking of a
large statistical ensemble of particles. The optimization
included the transverse and longitudinal matching between
the stages. The optimization objectives were set to maxi-
mize cooling and minimize particle losses.
A set of field flip matches are inserted between the stages

to limit the accumulation of the canonical angular momen-
tum [15]. The matching was performed by minimizing the
transverse β-beat for particles within the required momen-
tum band. The field flip locations are given in Table II.

B. Design variation between the stages

The initial energy, energy spread, and absorber length
for every stage are optimized to minimize −dϵ∥

dϵ⊥ . The beam
energy is gradually reduced and the bunch length increases
gradually along the channel. As a result each stage has
its own set of matching coils, focusing coils, rf cavities
frequencies, which are different from the other stages.
The selection of the on-axis field at the absorbers

locations and the match in and out of the strong focusing
portion has a major impact on the cooling performance of
the channel. We adopted four differing focusing solenoid
sets which were used throughout the channel according
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FIG. 5. Transverse Twiss β-function at the center of the strong
focusing solenoid in each stage of the 16 stages.

TABLE II. Parameters of the high-field low-energy cooling channel.

Stage
[N]

P
[MeV/c]

Energy spread
σE [MeV]

LH2 thickness
[cm]

Drift length
[m]

rf length
[m]

rf frequency
[MHz] Field flip

1 135.0 2.29 65 0.434 2.25 325 Yes
2 130.0 2.48 60 0.459 2.25 250 Yes
3 129.0 2.78 60 0.450 2.5 220 No
4 129.0 3.10 59 0.458 2.5 201 No
5 122.0 3.60 57 1.629 5.0 201 Yes
6 124.0 4.90 53 2.22 4.5 180 No
7 116.0 3.40 42 2.21 3.25 150 No
8 111.0 3.90 40 2.0 3.5 150 No
9 106.0 3.50 40 3.13 5.0 125 Yes
10 98.0 3.07 35 3.13 5.0 120 No
11 89.4 3.11 20 3.12 5.0 110 No
12 87.9 2.76 20 3.1 8.0 100 No
13 85.9 2.67 20 3.0 7.5 100 Yes
14 79.7 3.08 15 2.7 7.0 70 No
15 71.1 4.0 15 2.6 6.0 50 No
16 71.0 3.80 13 2.5 6.0 20 No
17 70.0 3.80 10 � � � � � � 20 � � �
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to the value of the transverse beam emittance and energy
spread. The strength of the focusing field and the matching
coils are optimized for each stage individually.
At the initial stages where the transverse emittance is

large ∼300 μm-rad we would like to avoid the longitudinal
emittance growth from the amplitude dependent transit
time effect [6]. The field integral is minimized to provide
the required focusing for reducing the ϵequ and match the
length of the absorber. The peak magnetic field is designed
to have a short decline to the transport field value of 3.5 T.
In the later stages the energy of the beam is further
decreased and hence the growth of the energy spread per
unit absorber length is larger. Shorter absorbers are used
and the cooling will require a stronger field of 30 T.
In the first four stages (first quarter of the channel)

LH2 absorbers are long which requires a longer section at
peak field. It is desired to limit the field integral to avoid
unnecessary increase in the bunch length due to transverse-
longitudinal coupling in the high field solenoids [6]. The
on-axis field profile for each stage was optimized to meet
these two requirements. See Fig. 6(a).
In the second quarter (stages 5–8), LH2 absorbers have

a moderate length and the beam has relatively smaller
transverse amplitudes and already long bunch length. The
on-axis field in this case will have a slightly more adiabatic

match to the lower field and a slightly smaller peak field
length. See Fig. 6(b).
In the third and fourth quarters (stages 9–16), the LH2

absorbers have a medium thickness. The beam has slightly
larger energy spread which will lead to unwanted chro-
matic effects. A more adiabatic match to the peak field
was required to compensate for the chromatic effects and
has a small impact on the already long bunch length. See
Figs. 6(c) and 6(d).
As the bunch goes through the energy phase rotation

section in each stage it gets longer. We start the simulation
of the channel with σt ¼ 5 cm and the final bunch length is
1.8 m. The rf frequencies were chosen to keep the bunch
length σct < λ=20. Table II shows rf parameters used in
every stage. The gradients assumed maximum surface
fields ≈

ffiffiffi
f

p
, and assuming reentrant vacuum cavities with

surface to accelerating gradients ∝ f0.75. Only the last
accelerating stage required an induction linac.
In the first stage a set of 325 MHz rf cavities are used and

are placed inside the 3.5 T transport coils. In the later stages
the bunch gets longer, which mandates the use of lower
rf frequencies. The size of the rf cavities increases, and the
cell structure is switched to use smaller coils inside the
rf field. The bunch length and the energy spread at different
stages are shown in Fig. 7.
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FIG. 6. On-axis field of four of the focusing solenoids used in the ionization cooling channel. (a) First quarter: Long absorbers. Limit
the field integral to limit the transverse - longitudinal coupling and limit unnecessary increase in σt, (b) Second quarter: Long absorbers
but relatively smaller transverse amplitudes and already longer bunch length, (c) Third quarter: Medium absorber thickness. Larger
energy spread will lead to unwanted chromatic effects and (d) Fourth quarter: Small absorber thickness. Very small transverse
amplitudes.
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V. SIMULATION OF THE COOLING CHANNEL

The high field–low energy cooling channel was simu-
lated using the G4BEAMLINEA code [23], which is based
on GEANT4 [24] physics libraries. The magnetic field of
the solenoids was computed using a realistic configuration
of coils and their current settings.
The rf cavities were modeled as cylindrical pillboxes

running in the TM010 mode. A reference particle was used
to determine each rf cavity’s relative phase. The reference
particle is a muon that is used as a clock to determine the
entry times for each cavity in the channel. The reference
particle is allowed to lose energy in absorber and gain energy
during rf acceleration, so that it travels with the bunch.
G4BEAMLINE uses the GEANT4 physics model

QGSP-BERT, and it includes all the relevant physical
processes for simulating the low energy beam interaction
with absorber material. This includes energy loss, strag-
gling, multiple scattering, and muon decays.
In this simulations we used a Gaussian input beam

with normalized transverse emittance ϵ⊥ of 300 μm-rad
and longitudinal emittance ϵL of 1.5 mm. The initial
momentum distribution was generated with an average
longitudinal momentum of 135.0 MeV=c. Tracking was
performed using an initial sample of 107 particles matched
and injected into the first ionization cooling stage.

VI. OPTIMIZATION OF THE CHANNEL
PERFORMANCE

Each stage performance was optimized automatically
using multilayered parallel optimization algorithms [9,25].
The optimization was based on tracking of the muon beam
through the whole cooling channel. The optimization was
performed to improve both the transverse and the longi-
tudinal motion as both are coupled during the cooling and
matching. The optimization parameters included the focus-
ing coils, matching coils, absorber lengths, drift lengths
from the absorber to first energy-phase rotation cavity, and

rf frequencies/phases. The optimized channel parameters
are given in Table II. The transverse and longitudinal
emittances evolution through the channel and the muon
transmission are shown in Fig. 8. The channel was able to
cool the muon beam from 300 μm-rad down to 55 μm-rad.
The longitudinal emittance of the beam after cooling
is 76 mm.

VII. SUMMARY

A high luminosity muon collider requires a very small
transverse beam emittance. The muon beam, which is
initially produced with a large transverse emittance, has
to go through a series of 6D ionization cooling channels to
reduce the emittance down to 300 μm-rad. The 6D cooling
channels are limited due to the compact nature of those
channels and the limited equilibrium emittance values they
can achieve while operating at momentum of 200 MeV=c
with a maximum focusing strength of ≈15 T. Further
reduction in emittance requires reducing the operating
energy and using much stronger fields, fields of the order
of 25–30 T.
In this work we presented the first complete channel with

real matching of a high field-low energy cooling system.
The maximum peak field considered in this study was
limited to the current state of the art magnets, i.e., 30 T and
the lowest beam momentum was 70 MeV=c. The design
parameters of the cooling channel were discussed in detail.
The channel shows promising performance as the final

cooling stage for the muon collider. More work will be
required to further reduce the transverse emittance to the
25 μm-rad desired for a very high-luminosity and high-
energy muon collider.
It is worth mentioning that the channel performance is

not dependent on the magnet design or the absorber outer
geometry. Any magnet design that delivers the on axis
fields discussed in Sec. IV will deliver the required cooling
performance.
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